Abstract: Communication needs the effectiveness of delivering information from the speaker to the hearer. Due to this reason, Griece offers to use the theory of cooperative principle to avoid misunderstanding between the speaker and hearer which consist of maxims. Aside from cooperative principle, Svoboda promotes politeness theory (maxims) that also has an enormous influence in a successful conversation. However, the speakers and the hearers as the participants of communication sometimes violate the maxims. The violation of maxims can cause flouting maxims. This paper is focused on analyzing flouting maxims on Igor as the main character in Paulo Coelho's The Winner Stands Alone novel context and their implications of those communication breakdowns to the other major characters in the novel. Referring to the descriptive analysis of the novel, it was revealed that Igor had violated maxims in the cooperative principle was denoted by various indicators, namely redundancy, less informative, out of topic, obscurity, ambiguity, and disorderliness. Moreover, sometimes Igor did not take account at others' feeling by violating six maxims in the politeness principle. Hence, Igor as the main character in the novel found himself in troubles in his relationship with girlfriends, wife, and colleagues. Finally, the findings can be used to raise the novel readers' awareness on the importance of cooperative principle and politeness principle to be applied in real life communication in order to provide knowledge for the readers on how to apply language by making them aware of possible violation.
communication. Hymes (2003:60-61) states that there are eight elements that determining the speech context. These elements are commonly abbreviated as SPEAKING. SPEAKING consists of setting and scene related with the place and the time of the speech being spoken, participant of the speech act that consist of the speaker and the listener, ends or in other word the purpose being achieved, act sequence related to the form and the content of the language, keys related to the intonation and the gesture while speaking, instrumentalities related to the media being used to deliver the message, norm of interaction related to linguistic rules being used by the participants, and genres related to the discourse type (official or unofficial) .
In fact, in many occasions, communication does not always run smoothly. This research is expected to have theoretical significance, namely to verify the theories about speech act, cooperative principles, and politeness. In addition, the practical purpose is to enrich the repertoire of knowledge in terms of linguistic and literature relevance. Besides that, the result of this research will help the reader to perceive further about the novel The Winner Stands Alone by Paulo Coelho.
Some researchers studied subjects related with interpersonal communication and its breakdowns. The writer concludes that from most of the results, the researchers could not find any connection between interpersonal communication with a person's character development and also with the factors that beyond human control.
As described on a thesis entitled Gangguan Komunikasi Interpersonal Melalui SMS Antar Pelaku Komunikasi, "interpersonal communication disturbance theory by DeVito with face to face communication process can also be applied on other media like SMS. We also find two other disturbances, identity and delay breakdowns." (Stefanie, 2009:vi and parents in pre-marriage pregnancy tend to be hung up because of the emergence of the feeling of the disturbed self concept area which is highly connected with dignity" (Viana, 2009:iv) .
From the explanation above we can conclude that what has been found so far is the connection between self-concept and interpersonal communication. We can summarize that if someone's self-concept being disturbed then his/her interpersonal communication would be having breakdowns as well.
Therefore the writer tries to apply the stated theories and results to further investigate the communication breakdowns that might occur on Igor, the main character on the novel The Winner Stands Alone. The research method used in this research is the method of qualitative description. The writer analyzed the occurring phenomena when the communication process from the main character is being conducted and the effect of that communication. The data would be listed based on what happened and what is being said from the main character in the novel. The writer uses pragmatic review through speech acts theory, principle of cooperation, and theory of politeness in order to obtain data. The obtained data is in form of words and sentences used and also the behavior shown by the main character.
METHOD
In gathering data, the writer uses several steps as follows. After the writer gets the novel, she read the novel for several times in order to fully understand the situation and the condition of the main character. As the second step, the writer begins to re-read the novel and enlist the communication process of the main character, and also the events that occurred as the aftermath of the communication. The notes made by the writer consist of when the communication occurs, the situation when the communication occurs, what message being delivered, and the events before and after the communication occurs.
After the writer gathers all the data, she conducts several steps to analyze the data further. As the first step, the writer analyzes the dialogs conducted by the main character based on speech acts theory, principle of cooperation, and theory of politeness. Next, she uses the theory of communication to determine whether the communication process is going smoothly or having a breakdown and what are the implications based on the theory of implicature. The writer would use the result of the analysis to interpret the result of the research and answer the existed problem statement. As for the last step, the writer would give conclusions based on the process and the result of the analysis. The Analysis:
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
Igor shows locutionary meaning since he wants to convince the people around to believe on what he says. According to the cooperative principle, he shows maxim of quantity which he shows his availability to explain more on what he has stated. According to the politeness principle, he has violated maxim of agreement in which he states strongly his belief to the people around him. The Analysis:
Conversation: Igor and Maureen (Page 162-169)
Igor's answer shows locutionary meaning to Maureen which he states explicitly on his idea. According to the cooperative principle, he breaks the maxim of quantity and manner. The way he speaks is to limited in answer and his manner to let the girl sits create biased meaning. According to the politeness principle, he breaks maxim of tact and maxim of modesty by stating harshly his permission to the girl to sit and he shows his arrogance. The Analysis:
Conversation
Ewa's statement shows her locutioary meaning related to her family real condition especially about Igor. According to the cooperative principle, Ewa tends to apply maxim of manner by being honest to herself. According to the politeness principle, she uses maxim of generosity by telling everything she feels. The Analysis:
Conversation: Igor and Ewa (Page 219)
Ewa shows illocutionary meaning toward the message she gets which actually from Igor. According to the cooperative principle, Ewa breaks maxim of relevance in which her response to the message is not match. Ewa in the politeness principle breaks maxim of tact by not replying the message which her response will hurt Igor.
Conversation: Igor and Gloria (Page 296-297)
Artist : "Oh, do you smoke cigars?" Igor : "Yes, but only after supper."
The Analysis:
Igor's answer employs locutionary meaning by stating clearly his meaning in his utterance. According to the cooperative principle, he employs maxim of relevance by giving relevance answer to Gloria. According to the politeness principle, he employs maxim of tact by not hurting Gloria with his answer.
Conversation: Igor and Gloria (Page 315-316)
Igor Ewa's answer shows his illocutionary meaning to direct Igor to believe her that she does not do mistake related to Igor's message. According to the cooperative principle, she breaks maxim of quality by laying to Igor about the message. According to the politeness principle, she breaks maxim of tact that her answer hurts Igor feeling. The Analysis:
Conversation
Igor's statement shows declarative illocutionary since he wants to declare everything has been fine and he hides the reality. According to the cooperative principle, Igor violates maxim of quality since he lies about the party in yacht and the reality that happen to Hamid and Ewa. According to the politeness principle, Igor employs maxim of tact in which does not want to hurt Gabriela about his murder to Hamid and Ewa.
The Implication of Main Character's Violation to Maxims The Implication of Violation to the Principles of Cooperatives

Maxim of Quantity
Igor as main character has done some violation on the use of maxim of quantity. As the example when Igor must reply Ewa's questions about what Igor did to the beggar, he did not give satisfactory answer. He said "I saved him..". It creates Ewa's disappointment to Igor. Since Ewa and Igor have already had bad family relationship, Ewa's bad impression to Igor gets more. Another Igor's conversation with other character that is Maureen, Igor shows his "cool" characteristics trough his very short answer than what Maureen may hope. For example, when Maureen asked for sit, Igor seems neglect and says very short answer "You already are sitting here." It makes Maureen feels that she may be wrong to ask for sit beside Igor. Fortunately, Maureen is not too sensitive girl that will be irritated by Igor's statement. The other example when Maureen explained a lot about the artist in Cannes, Igor just gives another short reply "Oh, I know what that's like." Igor seems to be ignorance to Maureen's statement. Again, Maureen thinks that this man (Igor) is good man.
Maxim of Quality
In many conversations that Igor made with Ewa, Igor often creates dishonest statement. The first example when he talks to Ewa about the Beggar that both of them met in the café, Igor states that he saved him. Although Ewa has tried to confirm again on what he did to the beggar, Igor did not give a satisfactory answer to Ewa. Moreover, he tells his goodness to Ewa which then fortunately able to make Ewa believes on him. Although, in the next subchapter of this novel, Ewa realize that Igor has lied and said that he killed the beggar. The Igor's dishonesty in his statement toward Ewa creates more Ewa's hatred to him. The same action was done by Igor when Gabriela asked about where Hamid and Ewa were. But, since Gabriela never had bad experience with Igor, she thought that Igor's statement is truly happen.
Maxim of Relevance
Igor usually creates irrelevant answer toward Ewa's statement that direct to their separation. For example, when Ewa starts to touch their relationship situation by stating "My love, I'd like to ask you something else . . ." Igor pretends to not understand and try to avoid it. One of his avoidance to Ewa's statement is "Drink less next time." pointing Ewa as if she is under alcohol. Maybe Igor feels afraid that finally Ewa really wants to repel Igor from her life. Unfortunately, Igor still believes that Ewa did not understand on Igor's hard work. After some irrelevance answer, Ewa felt that Igor may not understand about the situation between them. Ewa become surer that Igor is not good for her. Another irrelevance conversation done by Igor is when he talks to Maureen, he made silly response "A good question," while Maureen is actually want to know who Igor is. In this case, Igor did not create influential effect to Maureen since Maureen is still new and believe that Igor is good man.
Maxim of Manner
Igor's violation to maxim of manner is mostly done when he is talking with Ewa. It is because the main conflict in this novel is between Igor and Ewa. In a position Igor believes that he does not do any mistakes realted to his business and attention to Ewa. He thinks that he does his best for Ewa. Although Ewa thinks that actually Igor has married with his job rather than with her. Until Igor realizes that Ewa really wants to separate herself from Igor, Igor starts to be crazy. He thinks that by killing people (as the worst sin) will show his deep and sincere love to Ewa. Igor get scared and scared until Ewa divorced him and married with Hamid. Since then, Igor always tries to show his power anytime he answered Ewa's questions such as "Even if you slept with every man on Earth, my love would still survive." It shows that he violate maxim of manner when he creates biased answer. It seems like he gives chance for Ewa to try to get married with other man first and Igor will still wait and love Ewa. But, actually Igor never gives that chance to Ewa because of Igor's power and arrogance. Igor also shows his other biased answer when Ewa asked about the existence of the beggar that they met in café. Since Igor did not want to be looked as bad man, he said his service when he was army to convince Ewa. At first it works and Igor gets Ewa's attention because of his biased answer.
The Implication of Violation to the Principle of Politeness
Igor is as the main character and as the victim of the divorce done many violation of maxim of tact to Ewa. 
Maxim of Generosity
Igor just shows his violation to the maxim of generosity to Maureen, the girl that suddenly comes and wants to create conversation with him in café. It is normal since Igor does not know a lot about the girl yet. In addition, he comes to Cannes is not for other girl, but it is for Ewa as when Igor suddenly remember about Ewa "Perhaps Ewa is receiving news rather than information," when Maureen talks about gold-plated computer.
Maxim of Approbation
Since Igor as the main character in this novel has very wonderful job as the owner of the biggest telecommunication company in Russia and he comes to Cannes and auction as the guest, Igor has very prestigious position and makes him possibly to be arrogance. That's why it is really hard to find him to praise other character. He tends to praise his superiority. Once he insult other, the poor, is when he says "I saved him from a filthy,…". It creates a bad image in other character about Igor in the novel.
Maxim of Modesty
Igor's position as the high class man makes him proud of himself. It influences his response to some character's talk in this novel. For example, when Igor answers Ewa's questions, he always shows his arrogance such as "No one, absolutely no one, can threaten our privacy…". He believes that he is the richest person and no one is brave enough to disturb him. Another occasion when Igor has met Ewa and Hamid, Igor who is actually feeling guilty of his action to love his job more than his wife shows that he is the right one. 
Maxim of Agreement
Igor always disagrees to Ewa's opinion about himself and Ewa's objection to Igor's busy in his business. As an example is "God thought of everything," "We are together because…". In this statement Igor repels Ewa's opinion that they cannot be together forever with that situation. Another example is "I'd make you come back, and I'm good at getting what I want,…". This example shows that Igor in his heart strongly opposes Ewa's statement to move to other heart but he said it in more gentleman way. For women, Igor's gentleman way shows Igor's craziness since what Ewa wants was Igor change into more attentive husband to her. So, the Igor violation to maxim of agreement makes his position insecure in Ewa's mind and perception.
Maxim of Sympathy
In this novel, Igor who has psychology problem with his wife, then divorce, seems never paying attention to his wife feeling. His wife often teases Igor related to her inconvenience to Igor such as: Igor has married with his job and neglects his wife, Igor has given her luxurious things but he never gives her flower, Igor never believes Ewa as place to share problem, and Igor always be arrogant. The Igor's neglecting to Ewa's feeling has ruined Igor's marriage with Ewa. It always makes their conversation and moment feels inconvenient.
CONCLUSION
Based on the discussion and analysis above, we can conclude that Igor as the main character in the novel has violated maxims in both principle of cooperative and politeness. Further, he also employs theory of implicature in both conventional and conversational implicature. Then all his practices on maxims violations produced many implications to other main character in Paulo Coleho's The Winner Stands Alone.
